[Stereotactic vacuum biopsy in prone and sitting position].
The purpose of our study was to determine the accuracy of vacuum-assisted biopsy (VB) and to evaluate the side effects of this method depending on the positioning of the patient during the intervention. Interventions were performed with the 11-G biopsy needle either in prone position (Mammotest S, Fischer Imaging, USA) on a dedicated table for breast intervention (n = 308) or in upright position with a dedicated digital stereotactic mammography system (Mammomat 3000, Optima, Siemens, Germany). VB was indicated because of indeterminate or suspicious microcalcifications (84.1%) or because of dense lesions (15.9%). All benign results found with VB have been followed up after 6 and 12 months by mammography. All malignant or histological findings discordant to imaging features have been verified by open surgery. Histology after VB offered 215 (64.4%) benign lesions. In neither case a carcinoma developed during follow-up. In 90 (27%) cases malignancy was found with VB. After reexcision the diagnosis of VB was confirmed in 85.6%. In 8.9% of the cases in which VB showed DCIS, histology after open surgery revealed also invasive tumor components. Technical problems occurred in 4 cases. Major side effects developed neither in prone position nor in upright, sitting position of the patient. VB is a reliable method with less side effects for the histological evaluation of breast lesions. The accuracy and complications are not depending on the type of stereotactic device or on the patients position. The accuracy of the histological diagnosis achieved with VB can be compared to that of open surgery. The relative high costs of this method may cause a problem. But compared to the costs resulting by open diagnostic surgery this disadvantage is only a relative one.